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yuz T class In geosynchro• SL·X-15 (TT-5) HLLV 
s to and from gco.wnchro Saturn-V-class booster 

d per CIA)

transport vcihtcle of the So program. The SL-X-15 was a 
nous orblt. Manned flight designed to olace a soace sta· 
nous orbit require an upgraded SL-13 Proton vehicle, lion and lander in lunar orbit. By 1978, the STS 
which we belleve the Soviets may be developing. program was in the final design phase. Facilities for 
Soyuz-type capsules have been returned from the the manufacture, test, transport, and launch and re• 
Moon which is teclmically eQuivalent to return from covcry of the system were all under way by the end of 
geosynchronous orbit. Operations at geosynchronous that year. By early 1983, at least one prototype shuttle 
orbit would also require increased protection of cos• had been produced, and captive flight-testing of the 
monauts from the hazards of solar radiation. We vehicle was conducted atop a Bison aircraft. Also, the 
believe sufficient research radiatiobeenn central core of the new HLLYV was delivered to the 
done to provide such protection. ■-.;.-• launching facility. The new HLL V is expected to 

begin flight-tes ting in 1985 1986 d th . 
ithheld per CIA Statute shuttle in 1986or 1987. CIA Statute T ranspor1ation System 

22. A maJor national space project culled Buran 

a family of reusable space systems, including a heavy• Airfield ln late 1980, where they were undergoing 

23. The Soviet Space Transportation System (STS) is core vehicle. (See figure V-3,) In March they were 
a near copy of the US orbiter. Mnior design features of observed outside the lnrge booster . and assembly 
the US orbiter probably were adopted in order to checkout building that will support launch comolcxes 
minimize risk, cost, and development lime. The major Jand W. The configuratiun uf this assembled section 
difference between the Soviet and US space shuttle indicates that the LOX tank is positioned above the 

24. 

25. Components of the core vehicle for the HLL V 
(Snowstorm) Is under way with the goal of developing were first observed in imagery of the R:unenskoyc 

Ii compatibility tests with the modified Bison air trans· 

26. In early 1983 these components were shipped 
via air to Tyuratam and assembled to form a 59-meter 

orbiters- the aft fuselage section- is the result of a LH, tank and that at lenst two nnd probably three 
difference in their respective launch configurations. engines are positioned across tho bottom of the core 
The US system consists of an orbiter with three main vehicle. Pod-like obiects oositioned at the bottom of 
rocket engines, an external fuel tank, and two solid the vehicle may be port of a recovery system for the 
propellant, strno-on booster rockets. In contrast, the reusable LH,/LOX engines. Most parts of the STS will 
Soviet shuttle system will consist of an orbiter with be recoverable and reusable, according to Soviet 
only small maneuvering engines, a core booster with sources. It is not clear at this time, however, how the 
main rocket engines mounted on its base, and lwo recovery of the engines will be accomplished. Ila 
strap-on booster rockets that will use liquid propel• CIA Statute 
lnnts.CIA Statute 

27. A prototype of the Soviet space shuttle orbiter 
Development of the Soviet STS probably began was first seen in February 1983 at the Rnmenskoye 

in the mid- L970s shortly after the cancellation of their Flight Test Center atop a modified Bison aircraft. The 

V-8 
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Soviet space shuttle orbiter prototype is nearly identi
cal to the US shuttle orbiter Jn size, conf!guralioo, and 
layout details. (See figure V-4.) Subsequent imagery 
indicates that captive flight-testing of the mated vehi
cles has taken place. After a landing occident in late 
March 1983, the orbiter was removed from the Bison, 
and it was returned to the shuttle assembly facility in 
Moscow In April 1983. This prototype or another early 
production orbltcr will probably be outfitted for aero
dynamic drop tests similar to those condur.ted with the 
US shuttle Enterprise from a Boeing 747 In 1977. The 
cnpabilities of the US and Soviet Space Transportation 

28. The design for the Soviet reusable space system 
oresented In figure V-5 has some unique features. The 
main engines arc on the launch vehicle, which allows 
testing of the launch vehicle separately from the 
orbiter vehicles. This enables the )uuuch vehicle to be 
used for a variety of purposes in addition to launching 
the shuttle orbiter. Also, the launch system can ·be 
developed Into a family of hcavy-ltft space launchers 
by adding an upper stage (or stages) and additional (or 
different size) strap-ons. We believe that another 
version, with lhree or four strap-ons and a liquid 
hydrogen upper stage, could place up to 150,000 kg.in 

29. 

Spece Tug 

A space tug would provide nccess to higher 
orbits, such as geostationary or planetary escape, and 
would complement the Soviet space shuttle. One 
mission identified for a space tug is the gathering of 
separately launched space station elements and assem
bling them. According to Soviet articles, the use of an 
interorbital space tug with a shuttle vehicle would 

30. 

31. It is not clear If the Soviet tug will be launched Systems are compared in figure V-5 withheld per CIA Statute 

low Earth orbit. This type of vehicle could be used to 
launch large components of a permanent space base aslow Earth orbit.missions to the Moon and planets. 

greatly expand the shuttle's utility. The shuttle would 
boost space vehicles Into a base orbit, and tho tug 
would place them in their final orbit. The combination 
would extend satellite service life: practically elimi
nate unsuccessful launches; make It possible to build 
refueling, repair, and a space base with orbital launch 
complexes. The shipment of goods between the Earth 

Tho most bnslo configuration for a spuce tug 
would be a propulsion package with a manipulator 
arm for catching or placing satellites. Simple missions 
such ns launch to a higher orbit or shuttling between 
two space stations or bet.ween a Moon base and a space 
station could be done with a completely uutomated 
space lug. Repair missioris probably would be manned 
because a man might be able to repair a satellite on 
orbit. This would be less expensive because unmanned 

retrievals two roundwould be less expensive because 
trips for each repair Job.Withheld per CIA Statute 

in the shuttle payload bay or by a booster like the now 
HLLV or the SL-X-16. The tug, however, wlll he a 
reusable system and could be maintained in orbit for 
reuse, in which case, on-orbit propellant operations 
would be called for or the tug may be returned to 

l ' Earth in the shuttle bay. We do not expect the space 
tug will he operational until the late 1980s or curly 
1990s when .the operational until the lasystem is expected te 
to be operational. Withheld per CIA Statute 

Military Space Plane 

32. In 1962, about the same time scientists in the 
United States were considering a space bomber, noted 
Soviet aircraft designer Artem Mikoyan publicly pro
claimed the need for a kosmolyot space plane) so that 
the Soviet Air Force could have an operational capa
bility Jn space. Classified Soviet military articles also 
have expressed the need for an "orbital aircraft'" 
capable of inspecting hostile spacecraft and conduct
ing antisatellite operations. These classified writings 
also address other missions, such as targeting of strate
gic weapons, poststr!ke assessment retargeting and 
even orbital bombardment.~ withheld per CIA 

33. A program to develop a military orbital aircraft 
begun in 1969. The vehicle was to be produced by the 
Mikoyan Design Burenu with assistance from the 
Berezniyak Design Bureau. The operational vohiclc 
reportedly would weigh about 12,000 to 18,000 kg 
carry n one-man crew, be launched by an expendable 
launch vehicle, and bo used for reconnaissance and 
inspection missions. Large orbital plane changes would 
be nccompl!shcd through a combination of aerody

Statute 

and the Moon also would be more praclicnl with thisnamic and propulsive forces (synergetlc). The program 
combination of launch and transport vehicles. apparently was motivated in parl by the US X-20 

V-10
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Figure V-4 
Comparison of US and Soviet Shuttle Orbiters 

25X 

US shuttle mounlod on modified Boeing747 

withheld per CIA Statute3005298-83 
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Figure V-5 
US and Soviet Space Transportation Systems 

Soviet Reusable Space System US Space Transportation System 

Height (m) 59 56 

Lift-off weight (kg) I .700.000 2,026,000 -· 1,700,000 2,026,000
Lift-off thrust KN 26,450 30,500 

In-orbit weight (kg) 75,400 97.700 
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Dyna Soar program and may actually have employed the SL-13 Proton and the new SL-X-16 launch vehicle. 
Classified Dyna Soar tments in the development The flrst of two new launchpads at Tyuratam Com-
process. (withheld per CIA Statute) plex Y ls considered ready for use. On the basis of the 

3,i, In 34. 1976-78period we observed a delta-wing dcsisn features of thts pad, we estimate the SL-X-16 
vehicle incorporating a lifting-body design at a flight will have the characteristics shown in figure V-7 and 
test center ln the southwestern USSR. On several will be capable of placing about 15,000 kg Into low 
occasions the vchido was observed under the wing of a Earth orbit. On the basis of program timing and 
TU-95 bomber and was probably dropped in tests estimated payload, we believe the SL-X-16 withheld per CIA Statute
reportedly conducted in 1977. We believe this vehicle candidate for the space plane launch vehicle. _ 

was a research version of a military orbital aircraft 

35. In December 1980 an unmanned space vehicle turnaround time, would bo much lower in cust, would 
was launched with an SL-8 Into a suborbital test be more maneuverable, and could be launched Quick
trajectory with possible recnvery in the Saryshagan ly. We do not know whal the final configuration of the 

38. A small manned space plane has several advan-

36. 

designed to test subsonic flight choracterlstlcs • 
tages over the shuttle orbiter. It would have a shorter 

Test Range area. In June 1982 a similar tost was space plane will be because at least two versions have 
performed, but the unmanned spacecraft (Cosmos been developed to date. Its mission is likely to include 
1374) was placed into low Earth orbit, performed a reconaaissance and satellite inspection roles. The re
deorbit burn on the first orbit, and was recovered in search program could be designed to determine the 
the Indian Ocean. In March 1983 the_ one orbit test utility of a space plane to perform a variety of other 
was repented with Cosmos 1445. (See figure V-6.) We ft ti i I di ASAT J white 
believe this vehicle could be a scale moclel, withheld per CIAfunctionsincu . weapons platonn, or origiaans, ng: 

\ bombardment, poststrike assessment and targeting1 0 t 16 1onc-t thirdor one- ourt scalee, space P _ane and crew transfer, We postulnte the space plane might 

The configuration of the Soviet space plane bears. be launched from the ground or be docked lo a 
a strong similarity to the US Air Force X-23A, (See permanently orbiting space station, using the station as 
figure V-6.) The X;23A project followed the X-20 Dyna port between reconnaissance rruss10ns, If -
Soar program and was designed to nssess the perfor- launched from the ground, careful choice of orbital 
mnnce of a lifting body during hypersonic reentry, parameters would permit such a vehicle lo overfly a 
Including aerodynamic maneuverability, withheld per CIA Statutegiven target twice within about two hours. This would 
rlty of structure and heat protection systems. be particularly valuable in crisis or wartime situations, 

37. We believe a full-scalo space plane will be In whatever role, the flights would be relatively short 
flight-tested in 1984-85. Candidate launch vehicles are in duration, probably no longer than 24 hours. withheld per CIA 
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Figure V-6 
Comparison of- Possible Soviet Space Pla11c 
Prototype and US Reentry Test Vehicle 

Cosmos 1445 after parachute 
landing in Indian Ocean, 
March 1983 

i 
l 
I 

I 
I 

I 

Cosmos,1445 on deck of recovery ship Yomal 
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US X-23 A rconlry test vehicles(1966-67) 
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Figure V-7 
SL-X-16 Launch Vehicle, Postulated for the 
Soviet Space Plane 

Height(m) 

Oi,me1cr (kg) 3.8 

390,000 

Lift-off thrust (lbs) 1,000,000 

Payload to 185-km orbit (kg) 15,000 

Secret 
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CHAPT ER VI 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION 

1. There are two types of Soviet lunar_and inter Table VI-I 
planetary progroms: the manned exploration program Soviet Deep Space Explorntlon 
that is under the direction of the Soviet Air Force nnd 
Strategic Rocket Forces; 11nd the ·unmanned progrnms 
that ur.e directed by the Academy of Sciences. overall, Mission Earliest ui;-c1;i;~ 
Soviet lunar nnd planetary activity _dropped rather Expected

Launchsharoly in the mid-1970s. During the past seven years, 
there have been only four Soviet scientific missions, all Lunar 

Highexploring Venus. but this trend of reduced activity Lunar polar orbiter 1990 
Lunar far-side lander, 1991 High

may be changing. More than a dozen new missions arc soil sample return 
being contemplated and additional space launch vchl- Lunar near-side lander 1992 Moderate 
clcs .will be available as SL· 12 production increases. In Mannedlunar base Late 1990s Low 

addition, many new planetary missions will be possible Planetary 
because of international cooperation, greater ·launch Venus radarmapping ·. 1983 High 
capability by the late 1980s, and the availability of VEGA (Venus and Hailey's 1984 High

Comet flyby) 
new tee nologies. (See tables VJ-1 and VI-2) withheld per CIAMarsorbiter/lnndcr/rovcr/ 1986 High 

2. Soviet exploration of deep space provides a scien- · soil sample return 
1988 Moderatetific return but also enhances the Soviets· desired Venus balloon mission 

Titan mission 1988 Moderateimage ns a peaceful and technologically advanced··""· -
. Long-duration Venus lander Late 1980s Moderate · 

11ation. Hcnct:, one factor in olnnning Soviet exolor11: - ·· Jupiter mission 1989 Moderate 
lion programs hns been to achieve e>rornincnl "space Additionul Mars orbiters/ Early t990s Moderate 
firsts." For example, they took the first fnr-sicle lunar landers 
pictures in 1959, the first pictures from the lunar Manned orbital Mars mission Late 1990s Moderate 

surface in 1966, and used the first lunar surface roving This table is &em@ij ecret withheld per CIA 
vehicle (Lunakhod 1) in 1970. But the successes of the 
United Stote.s In manned lunar exoeditlons probably 
caused Soviet interest in lun:ir exploration to decline. Table Vl-2 
!3oth Soviet manned and unmanned lunar exploration History of Lunar and 
activities ceased after 1976. Simil:irly, Soviet Mars Planetary Exploration • 
missions were discontinued after 1973. Recently, how
ever, there hns been renewed Soviet interest in lunar 
explorotion, possibly for the purpose of cstablishini; a United Soviet 

States Unionmanned lunar base. The hiatus since 1976 also may 
Total 89 89reflect a redirection and redr.,ign in Soviet lunar Lunar ---- 59- (1973 42 (1976) 

pro,1rams. A new serles of lunar missions Is being 
Venus 8 (1978) 31 (1 983)

planned beginning In about 1990 with au unmanned 
Mercury I (1973) 0

launch of a lunar polar orbiter. New planctnry mis Mars 9 (t975) 16 (1973)
sions will tnkc olnce within the next year or two~ Outer planets (beyond Mars 12 (1977) 0 

3. Most of the identified lunar and nlanr.tary mi.~ • Total launches between 1958 and 1983; year or 
last launch in parentheses.sions are already technologicallv feasible or soon wi)J 

be, :figure YI·l summ.uim Soviet plans for lunar ;iml This table secret --

Vl-1 
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Figure Vl-1 
Soviet Lunar and Planetary Research Program• 

udates indicated are for earliest expectedlaunch. 

Secret 

planetary missions in the 1990s. For planetary mis vehicle failures, while the other half had spacecraft 
sions, the estimated earliest launch dates, on the basis malfunctions. It was not until the SL-12 space launch 
of planetary proximity, also reflect windows of oppor vehicle was introduced ir1 1969 that the success rate 

tunity. Should these windows be missed, the missions began to improve significantly. Since that time, about 

would be delayed a few years until the next launch 60 percent of the Soviet lunar and planetary missions 

opportunity. In any event, we do not expect the have achieved at least partial success. 

frequency of launches to increase dramatically and 4. We believe an unmanned Soviet lunar polar 
approach the level of effort noted In the 1960s when orbiter will be the first mission ln the new series, In 
up to 10 lunar nnd planetary launches were conducted about 1990. The main purpose of the mission would be 
per year. That period of high launch rates also was lo search for subsurface ice and other volatiles near the 
characterized by a high rate of failure. About two lunnr poles, possibly to support the eventual cstnblish
thirds of the Soviet lunar and planetary missions up to ment of a manned lunar base. The orbiter also could 
1976 ended In foilure; about half of these were launch orovide mapping and communications support for a 

Vl-2 
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subsequent unmanned far-side lunar landing. In any 
event, a polar orbiter would add to the list of Soviet 
space firsts-

5. Another mission ln the lunar series Is an un• 
manned landing on the far side of the Moon that 
would Include returning a soil sample. This would be 
another space first. Such a mission would also require 
another satellite in lunar orbit at the same time to 
relay communications to and from the far side of the 
Moon. This lunar landing most likely would follow the 
polar orbiter mission in the early 1990s. A near-side 
lunar landing also has been discussed by senior Soviet 
space officials. If the lunar series is nimed at the 
eventual establishment of a manned lunnr bnse, then 
we would expect to see additional lunar missions 
involving site surveys and and exploration by lunar rover 
vehicles. withheld per CIA 

6. In the 1975-78 timo frame, Soviet institutes were 
conducting research on lunar transports and engineer
ing equipment for the construction of shelters, roads, 
and tunnels on the Moon. This work was canceled In 
1978. However, if . this worlc has been continued 

fewer resources than a lunar base and would bring 
greater prestige. Evidence of intentions for a manned 
Mars' mission is almost entirely from open sources. 
Most of the statements indicate that such a mission is 
being considered and could he accomplished In the 
mid-to-late 1990s. Such a mission would be limited to 
orbital reconnaissance of Mars and return. Soviet 
research in long-term manned spaceflight is the only 
clear indication of such a mission. First, we would 
expect to see Soviet simulation of such a mission in 
Earth orbit, verifying that both people and eq uipment 
cou Id sustain such long flights. Prior to a manned Mars 
mission we would also expect additional unmanned 
missions. withheld per CIA statute 

10. Another project is part of an international effort 
involving the USSR, Hungary, and .France, with minor 
participation by Bulgaria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Austria, and West Germany. The project, VEGA, 
involves launching two spacecraft in December 1984 
to encounter Venus in June 1985 and Halley's Comet 
in March 1986. This would be another first and would 
further enhance Soviet prestige, particularly after the 
United States declined to undertake such a mission.elsewhere, a lnnar base could he established in the late 
When the spacecraft encounters Venus, it will separate1990s. However, we believe this is unlikely. withheld per CIA 

7. Two Venus radar ma1iping m1ss1ons were 
launched in June 1983. These missions involve ono 
spacecraft in a volar orbit and one In an eauntorlal 
orbit, which will probably map the Venusian surface. 
We judge that one spacecraft is carrying a synthetic 

into descent and.. fly by sections with the descent 
section deploying small balloons thnt will carry 
meteorological experiments sampling the atmosphere 
at an altitude of about 55 km. The descent stage will 
continue on to a landing. In the meantime, the fly-by 
stage will continue on with a gravity assist from Venus 

aperture radar with about a 2- to 5-km resolution,laand will encounter Halley's Comet in March 1986. 

8. An unmanned landing on Mars is likely as early 
as 1986. This mission may be an orbiter/lander combi-
nallon, and it may include a rover vehicle or the 
return of a soil sample. If either of these two events 
were included, the mission would require the new 
heavy-lift space luunch vehicle nnd could not be 
conducted until the late 1980s. A Murs soil sample 
rotum mission Is likely by 1990. We also have lnfor-
mation of an optical mass spectrometer using a laser 
for analysis of the Martian soil being planned jointly 
with the Bulgarians, Implying perhaps a less ambitious 
lander mission. (withheld per CIA Statute) 

9. We believe there is n moderate chance a Soviet 
manned orbital Mars mission will be conducted before 
the/ end of the century such a mission would require 

The payload in this section will include a video• 
imaging system with French optics and two Hungar• 
inn cameras with Soviet charged-couple device (CCD) 
sensors. Each vidicon will have a 512 x 576 element 
CCD arrny. At the intended miss distance of 10,000 
km, each picture clement of the. narrow field camera 
will cover a 180-meter resolution of the Comet's 
nucleus. Other scientific experiments will measure the 
Comet's ultraviolet, visible, and infrared radiation; the 

· makeup of dust particles; and gases, using particle 
detectors, magnetometers, and other devices. (u) 

11. Other possible Soviet planetary missions include 
exploration of Venus with large bnlioons. The idea of 
using 9-meter-diameter balloons with gondolas carry
ing various meteorological sensors was originally part 

Vl-3 
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of the Vega project, but was dropped and ls being 
considered as part of a separate joint Soviet-French 
Venus mission In the late 1080s. In addition, we hnve 
noted Soviet interest in conducting a long-duration 
mission Involving a landing on Venus. Such a mission 
would require electronics capable of withstanding 
high temperatures for the two-week period envisioned, 
possibly in the late 1980s~ 

12, Exploration of Jupiter ls another possibility. 
Soviet exploration of Jupiter prior to the planned US 
"'Galileo·· mission would require several sophisticated 
maneuvers such as "Earth gravity assist" and "aero
braking to offset current lift and payload shortcom
ings, However, such maneuvers would double the 
flight time, requiring about four years to reach Jupi-

ter. Such a long flight would Increase the chances of 
spacecraft failure. Therefore, a more likely scennrlo 
would involve wailing untll the heavy-lift launch 
vehicle ls available to provide the necessary lift capaci
ty without the Eorth-gravity-nssist maneuver, which 
adds about two years to the flight. In any event, It will 
be difficult for the USSR to achieve a Jupiter mission 
space "first" if the US Galileo mission is launched as 
scheduled in 1986. One additional outer solar system 
mission being considered is exploration of Titan a 
satellite of Saturn and the largest satellite in the solar 
system. This mission could be a fly by, an orbiter, a 
lander, or some combination. This mission could be 
launched as early as 1988 and would require the 
heavy-lift launch vehicle withheld per CIA Statute 
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CHAPTER VII 

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION AND COOPERATION 

l. The USSR may become a serious competitor in Sweden, and India. There have been (withheld per 25X1) 
internationnl telecommunications and commercial cooperative projects with France, including at least 
space launch services, Eventually the competition may three French-built satellites (Oreol l through Oreo! 3), 
broaden to include Earth resources data, navigation manned missions in Snlyut 7, and the upcoming VEGA 
nnd meteorological support, nnd matcrinls processing mission. Sweden nlso has provided some experimental 
and mnnufncluring in space, This type of competition payloads for Intercosmos satellites.~ · 
will nol only bring increased prestige nnd respect, but, 

4. Soviet leadership dominates the Intercosmos proover the longer term, will offer an opportunity for the 
gram. A Soviet official nlways chairs the Council andSoviet Union to gain badly needed hard currency 
coorclinatcs the activities of the member countries and earnings, In addition. oxmortunities for technology 
Soviet launch facilities, spacecraft, and ground control transfer w!ll be improved by incrensing Soviet involve
sites. Proposals for space experiments are acceoted ment in cooperative nnd commerciul space ventures. 
from all Intcrcosmos member countries, but the Sovietwithheld per CIA Union decides which proposals are to be implemented 

2. !n the late 1960s and early 1970s the Soviet and the extent of non-Soviet participation (withheld per CIA) 
Union established two international space organizations 

5. To date, 30 satellites have beon launched in thetions-Jntercosmos and Intersputnik. The initial objec
Intercosmos program. Between 1969 and 1975, Inter

tives were to Involve the Communist Bloc nations in 
·- cosmos launched an average of two satellites per year.

space research, take advantage of ndvnnced technol Most of these missions consisted of relatively unsophi 
ogy in the Bloc, foster national pride within the Bloc, 

ticated experiments in solar physics, lonospher!c/mag
and build better relationships with losser developed 

netospheric research, cosmic rays, and space radiation. 
countries. Most of these early objectives have been 

In 1976 Intercosmos introduced a new spacecraft
achieved and more ambitious goalsmay be pursued in 

called the automatic modular orbital station (AUOS) 
the mid-to-lntc 1980s. Withheld per CIA Statute

with a new universal radio telemetry system. Also, a 
new ground station entirely dedicated to receiving

lntercosmos data from lntercosmos satellltes was built in the USSR 
and was activated in 1980. In 1981 Intercosmos3. The Council for International cooperation in 
launched another new spacecraft based on the MeteorSpace Exploration (Intercosmos), under the USSR 
weather satellite. This spacecraft was considerably 

cosmos represents the USSR in lnternatlonal space 
Academy of Sciences, wns estnblishccl in 1967. Inter

heavier thnn the SL-8-launched AUOS vehicle and 
required the SL-3 launch vehicle. We expect this trendmatters without revealing the m ilitary control of the 
toward more diversified m issions and spacecraft toSoviet space program. The Council coordinntes tho 
continue. In addition, omvbnsls is shifting more toactivities of the member countries, which Initially 
ward applied rather than pure scientific research. Forincluded the USSR, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland. East 
example, oceanography and Earth-resources researchCermu11y, Romania, nnd Czechoslovakia. Each coun
have been emphasized in Intercosmos programs since try forms national committees for space physics. com-
1979. . munications, meteorology, biology, and medicine In 

recent years Iutercosmos has expanded to include 6. Intcrcosmos participation in the Soviet manned 
Cuba, Mongolln, and Vietnam. Bilnteral cooperative space program also Is likely to continue, including 
agreements olso have been negotiated with Fronce, more flights by cosmonauts from member and non-

VII-I 
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member countries as well as additional experiments. Each member sits on a governing board and has one 
These flights have offered participating countries an vote. This is in contrast to Intelsat where voting is 
opportunity to be Involved In space programs that weighted and reflects the relative use of the system. 
they could not undertake individually. This participa Like Intelsat, Intersputnik requires contributions to a 
tion is widely publicized, and the nine national cosmo statutory fund in proportion to usage. The space 
nauts have beon received as heroes in their own segment satellites are owned by Intersputnik or they 
countries. As a result, national pride, governmentare lensed from members (USSR in practice). The 
prestige, and Soviet good will all benefit. Withheld per CIA Statuteground stations are owned by the individual states. (u) 

8. At this point, the lntersputnik system is muchlntorsputnik 
smaller and more limited In services than Intelsat, 

7. On )5 November 1971 representatives of the which now lncludes 107 members, 310 ground stations 
Intercosmos organization countries signed an agree with 397 antonnas, and a space network of 15 satel
mont to establish Intorsputnik. The original members lites. In contrast, Intersoutnik currently ls limited to 
were Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, coverage provided by Gorizont 4/Statsionar 4 over the 
Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and the USSR. Atlantic and Gorizont5/Statsionar 5 over the Indian 
Intorsputnlk ls an open international organization de Ocean. This coverage, however, includes all of South 
signed to help member countries meet their needs in America, Contra! America, Africa, and Asia. (See 
telephone, telegraph, TV, and radio communications. figure Vll-1.) Intersputnik services are considerably 

Figure VII-I 
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less expensive than those of Intelsat. The satellite voice 
circuit may be leased for about $12,000 annually, 
compared to about $20,000 for similar services from 
Intelsat. (u) 

9. In the 1980s the USSR began marketing Inter-
sputnik circuits to developing countries. This effort has 
been successful because of Intersoutnik's lower prices 
and easier membership reciulremcnts. Technological 
progress has enabled Intersputnik to become an even 
stronger competitor. Since the original nine Soviet Bloc 
countries formed Intersputnik, five additional states 
have become signatory members: Vietnam, South 
y cmen, Afghanistan Syria, and Laos. Other countries 
such ns Algeria and Iraq have become users but are not 
signatory members. By the end of this year, 16 
Intersputnik ground stations will be connected via the 
Gorizont satellites. In 1984 North Koren will open its 
Intersputnik ·station. In addition, Soviet officials are 
negotiating with Libya, Angola, Mozambique, Mada-
gascar, and Sri Lanka to join Intcrsputnik. Nicaragua 
and other Latln American countries also are interested 
in becoming members. Thus, Intersoutnik is becoming 

Commerciol Space Lounch Services 

12. The USSR is planning to enter international 
commercial competition in providing space launch 
services. Soviet launch vehicles have placed three 
Indian satellites in orbit and agreements have been 
readied to launch a Swedish-built satellite. To be 
successful in this arena, the Soviets wlll have to offer 
Prices comoctitive with those of the United States, the 
European Space Agency (ESA),10 and Japan. They may 
also release some technical and reliability information 
on their boosters, provide insurance, and allow West-
ern access to satellite and launch support facilities. 
This would be a sharp break with past practices, but 
the Prospect of acquiring hard currency, increasing 
trade in high-technology products, and offsetting somesome 
space costs may out weigh security concerns. • 

13. The USSR mny offer space launch services at 
prices well below both ESA's Ariane and the US 
shuttle. We believe, on the basis of the expected 
launch rate, that the demand for commercial space 
launchers may exceed the proiected capacity of the 
shuttle and Ariane launch vehicles. The SL-12/13 

Intelsat's foremost competition in the internationall'roton booster would be the most likely launch vehicle 
. • 

telecommumeat!ons market 

Intelsat and lnmarsat 

10. The Soviets, although users of Intelsat services, 
have never become members. It Is doubtful they will 
ever ioin becuuse membership requires that states not 
offer competitive services, Soviet use of Intelsat has 

for Soviet-offered commercial services. The Proton is 
the· world's largest expendable space booster, nnd the 

only one that could compete with Western vehicles in 
launching payloads to geosynchronous orbit. The Pro
ton has achieved about a 90-percent rellablllty rate 
during the past 10 years. Extensive new Proton pro 
duction facilities suggest that the launch rate may 
double in the next few years. By the late 1980s, about 
five Protons could be available each year for commerbeen limited, ranking in the bottom 10 percentof the 

130 users of Intelsat services. • 

11. In contrast to Intelsat participation, the Soviet 
Union is a charter member of the International Mari
time Satellite Organization (Inmnrsnt). The USSR cur
rently holds 14-percent ownership but accounts for less 
than 1-percent usage. Soviet ownership will soon 
shrink to about 7 percent as other countries Join and 
relative Soviet use declines even further. Despite these 

developments, Soviet officials have publicly stated 
they do not intend to create another maritime satellite · 
service to compete with Inmarsat. They huve indi 
cated that the Yolnn communications satellite s stem 

cial purposes. Inmarsat has been the target of recent 
Soviet efforts to provide Proton launch services for the 
next generation of Marisats(maritime satellites) in the 
1988-80 ocriod.=r.11111111 

14. The new Soviet heavy-lift launch vehicle and 
space shuttle will further enhance Soviet commercial 
Potential. The Soviet shuttle appears to be virtually 

"ESA was founded In 1972 by• 10-membor consortium of West 
European countries led by France and West Germany, The purpose 
was lo challenge NASA's monopoly or. commercial space-launch 
services. Arianespace is the French-based marketingcorporation for 
ESA's space-launch services. The French Space Agency is tho 
principal shareholder (50 percent) in Arianespace and soon will take 

Y f'iJt'i.W over the entlro Ariane program, lncluding the launch facilities tnwill remain limited to use by Soviet shipping onlv,.._. South Amcricn at ICourou, French Guiana. (u) 
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identical lo the US orbiter in size and configuration, Processing and Manufacturing of 
including the same dimensions of the payload bay. Ma1erials in Space
Thus, payloads designed for the US shuttle may be 
compatible with the Soviet orbiter. The new heavy-lift 17. There is considerable interest in the manufac
lnunch vehicle and shuttle launch facilities are being ture of high-value, low-volume products in space. 

Extensive research in this fielcl is under way in theconstructed with two separate lnunch contrnl facilities, 
United States, the USSR, Eurooe, and Janan. Activities which would provide for easy separation ofmilitary 
on board the Salyut 6 space station between 1976 andand commercial launch activities. 
1981 inrlica1e that Soviet interest has progressed be
yond the initial research phase. These activities includ

Remote Sensing ed experiments to produce unique semiconductors, 
15. Current US commitments to provlcle Earth superconductors, special alloys, glass, and crystals. 

resources data to domestio and foreign users with . Much of this work continued on Salyut 7. These 
experiments were more extensive than those planned Landsat do not extend beyond the mid-1980s. Fur
for the US Spacelab mission in 1984. withheld per CIAthermore, there is no indication that the private sector 

is willing to become involved. At this point France has 18. At this point, we believe the Soviets arc ready to 
expressed an interest In providing this service with move beyond the research and development phase of 
SPOT,a high-resolution, multispectral Earth resources materials processing in space. The most likely next 
satellite. Also, the Japanese may provide clata from step woulcl be to create a special muterinls processing 
their future Earth resources satellites The USSR may module as part of a modular space station. Such· a 

also see nn opportunity and move to offer similar spnce station can be ossembled in orbit by the mid-
1980s. Most of tho materials developed in the Salyutservices. If so, there arc two approaches the USSR 
oxooriments have a military or scientific application.could take in entering the Enrth resources data mar
However, a Soviet modular space stntion also couldket. First, they could offer data from the MKF-6 
manufacture materials for commercial markets.-multispectral camera system. This system, built by

Zeiss-Jena has been flown on Salyuts 6 and 7 and -- -············ ... ...... ......... 
possibly on unmanned photoreconnaissance-type Other Areas of Competition 

spacecraft. The MKF-6 camera takes pictures ln six 19. There are other activities in space where the 
spectral bands with a rcsol11t!on of 10 to 20 meters. Soviets may choose to compete, This comoctition may 
Although this is much better than the resolution of not provide direct economic benefits, but could en-
etther the thematic manpoweror multispectral scanner hance the image of the Soviet Union us a tcchnoloslcal 
on the US Landsat, the data are more limited in power and a friend to developing countries. Such 
quantity and generally not as timely. A second and competition could include lhe provision of data from 
more likely choice involves new sensors currently GLONASS, the Soviet global navigation system. This 
being developed and tested on board the Meteor- system may be available to any user without charge, 
Priroda spacecraft. These sensors are high-resolution, provided the user has the appropriate receiver and 
electro-optical, multispcctrnl scanning devices with data processor The Soviets might make receivers 
resolutions similiar lo Landsat D (30_ and 80-meter available at low cost, making the system moro attrac 
picture element sizes) CIA tive to some users. The Soviet GLON/\SS system is 

expected to be operational at about the same time asas 
16. The first operational Meteor-Priroda is expected the US Global Positioning System (GPS)~ 

to be launched in 1985. We heliove an operational 20. The launching of GOMS, a geostationary meto-
land remote-sensing system wlll be nvniluble by the orological satellite delayed since 1978, could fill a void 
lato 1980s. Such a system would provide the opportu- in weather -:overage that exists over the Indian Ocean. 
nlty to Improve Sovlot access to Third World couutrlcs The USSll could then offer ground terminals for 
by providing Earth resources data for national devel- receiving GOMS data, which several African and 
opment. Soviet engineers would be required lo process Asian nations may fiud useful, especially if used in 
the data. - conjunction with Earth resources data. -
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